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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, we are presenting a comparison of few se-

lected boundary strategies for two popular optimization 

algorithms. The Firefly Algorithm (FA) and its hybrid-

ized modification, the Firefly Particle Swarm Optimiza-

tion (FFPSO). The problem of boundary constrained op-

timization was already extensively studied for well-

known heuristic optimization Particle Swarm Optimiza-

tion (PSO). This suggesting importance for similar re-

search for other swarm-based algorithms, like FA. The 

recent CEC´17 benchmark suite is used for the perfor-

mance comparison of the methods and the results are 

compared and tested for statistical significance.  

INTRODUCTION 

Firefly Algorithm (FA) (Yang 2008; Yang 2009) is one 

of the modern and versatile optimization algorithms de-

veloped by Yang in 2008. Over the years, the FA proved 

its robustness in performance on several problems 

(Oosumi et al. 2016; Yang 2013). Another proof of the 

importance of this modern swarm-based algorithm is 

supported by a number of its modification. For example, 

Lévy flights (Yang 2010) and chaos-driven FA (Coelho, 

Mariani 2012) show the large potential for future re-

search and possible application. 

The definition of typical optimization task contains 

boundary limits for optimized parameters. Due to nature 

of the metaheuristic optimization algorithm, the trial par-

ticle (in this case firefly) can emerge outside of the area 

of the feasible solution. The paper focuses on the ques-

tion what to do with particle if it tries to violate the de-

fined boundaries. The research in the area of possible 

border strategies and their influence on performance was 

already extensively done for another well-known optimi-

zation technique the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). 

As the provided studies suggesting, it could be a truly dif-

ficult task (Helwig et al. 2013; Kadavy et al. 2017). 

Since there is a lack of such studies for FA available in 

the literature, we have decided to perform and present 

this original experimental research. In this paper, four rel-

atively common borders strategies (or rather methods) 

are implemented and compared on CEC’17 benchmark 

set (Awad et al. 2016). Also, one modern hybrid optimi-

zation technique was tested with the mentioned boundary 

strategies. The Firefly Particle Swarm Optimization 

(FFPSO) (Kora, Rama 2016) was particularly selected 

due to its similarity with the PSO. The previous studies 

on PSO show the importance of careful selection of bor-

der strategy. The main research questions can be then 

summarized as follows: 

 Could the selection of border strategy influence

the performance of canonical FA or the FFPSO?

 What is the most suitable border strategy in gen-

eral?

The paper is structured as follows. The FA and the 

FFPSO are described in details within the next two sec-

tions. The implemented and tested border strategies fol-

low afterwards. Last two sections discuss the experiment 

setting and results. 

FIREFLY ALGORITHM 

This optimization nature-based algorithm was developed 

and introduced by Yang in 2008 (Yang 2008). The 

fundamental principle of this algorithm lies in simulating 

the mating behavior of fireflies at night when fireflies 

emit light to attract a suitable partner. The main idea of 

Firefly Algorithm (FA) is that the objective function 

value that is optimized is associated with the flashing 

light of these fireflies. The author for simplicity set a cou-

ple of rules to describe the algorithm itself: 

 The brightness of each firefly is based on the objective

function value.

 The attractiveness of a firefly is proportional to its

brightness. This means that the less bright firefly is

lured towards, the brighter firefly. The brightness de-

pends on the environment or the medium in which

fireflies are moving and decreases with the distance

between each of them.

 All fireflies are sexless, and it means that each firefly

can attract or be lured by any of the remaining ones.

The movement of one firefly towards another one is then 

defined by equation (1). Where 𝑥𝑖
′ is a new position of a

firefly i, xi is the current position of firefly i and xj is a 

selected brighter firefly (with better objective function 
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value). The 𝛼 is a randomization parameter and sign 

simply provides random direction -1 or 1. 

𝑥𝑖
′ = 𝑥𝑖 + 𝛽 ∙ (𝑥𝑗 − 𝑥𝑖) + 𝛼 ∙ 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛  (1) 

The brightness I of a firefly is computed by the equation 

(2). This equation of brightness consists of three factors 

mentioned in the rules above. On the objective function 

value, the distance between two fireflies and the last fac-

tor is the absorption factor of a media in which fireflies 

are. 

𝐼 =
𝐼0

1+𝛾𝑟𝑚  (2) 

Where Io is the objective function value, the 𝛾 stands for 

the light absorption parameter of a media in which fire-

flies are and the m is another user-defined coefficient and 

it should be set m ≥ 1. The variable r is the Euclidian dis-

tance (3) between the two compared fireflies. 

𝑟𝑖𝑗 = √∑ (𝑥𝑖,𝑘 − 𝑥𝑗,𝑘)
2𝑑

𝑘=1   (3) 

Where rij is the Euclidian distance between fireflies xi and 

xj. The d is current dimension size of the optimized prob-

lem. 

The attractiveness 𝛽 (4) is proportional to brightness I as 

mentioned in rules above and so these equations are quite 

similar to each other. The 𝛽0 is the initial attractiveness 

defined by the user, the 𝛾 is again the light absorption 

parameter and the r is once more the Euclidian distance. 

The m is also the same as in equation (2). 

𝛽 =
𝛽0

1+𝛾𝑟𝑚  (4) 

Finally, the pseudocode below shows the fundamentals 

of FA operations. 

1. FA initialization 

2. while(terminal condition not met) 

3.  for i = 1 to all fireflies 

4.   for j = 1 to all fireflies 

5.    if(Ij < Ii) then 

6.     move xi to xj 

7.     evaluate xi 

8.    end if 

9.   end for j 

10.  end for i 

11.  record the best firefly 

12. end while 

FIREFLY PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION 

The typical example of a hybrid of the FA and PSO algo-

rithms, the FFPSO (Kora, Rama 2016) introduced in late 

2016 by Padmavathi Kora and K. Sri Rama Krishna. The 

basic idea behind such an approach is that the new hybrid 

strategy can share advantages from both algorithms and 

hopefully eliminate their disadvantages. The main prin-

ciple remains the same as in the standard FA, but the 

equation for firefly motion (1) is slightly changed accord-

ing to PSO movement (Eberhart, Kennedy 1995) and is 

newly computed as (5). 

𝑥𝑖
′ = 𝑤𝑥𝑖 + 𝑐1𝑒−𝑟𝑝𝑥

2
(𝑝𝐵𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖 − 𝑥𝑖) + 𝑐2𝑒−𝑟𝑔𝑥

2
(𝑔𝐵𝑒𝑠𝑡 − 𝑥𝑖) + 𝛼 ∙ 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛  (5) 

Where w, c1, and c2 are control parameters transferred 

from PSO and their values often depends on the user. 

Also, the pBest and gBest are variables originally 

belonging to PSO algorithm. They both represent the 

memory of the best position where pBest is best position 

of each particle and gBest is globally achieved best posi-

tion so far. The remaining variables rpx (6) and rgx (7) are 

distances between particle xi and both pBesti and gBest. 

𝑟𝑝𝑥 = √∑ (𝑝𝐵𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖,𝑘 − 𝑥𝑖,𝑘)
2𝑑

𝑘=1   (6) 

 

𝑟𝑔𝑥 = √∑ (𝑔𝐵𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑘 − 𝑥𝑖,𝑘)
2𝑑

𝑘=1   (7) 

The pseudocode below shows the fundamentals of 

FFPSO operations. As it can be seen in given pseudo-

code, the main principle remains the same as in canonical 

FA. 

1. FFPSO initialization 

2. while(terminal condition not met) 

3.  for i = 1 to all fireflies 

4.   for j = 1 to all fireflies 

5.    if(Ij < Ii) then 

6.     calculate rpx and rgx 

7.     move xi to xj 

8.     evaluate xi 

9.    end if 

10.   end for j 

11.  end for i 

12.  record the best firefly 

13. end while 

 



 

 

 
a) f8 ,dim 10 

 
b) f20 ,dim 10 

 
c) f24 ,dim 10 

 
d) f28 ,dim 10 

 
e) f4 ,dim 30 

 
f) f12 ,dim 30 

Figure 1: Convergence graphs of canonical FA The clipping strategy is represented as blue line with circle marks. The random strat-

egy is represented as orange line with rectangle marks. The reflection strategy is represented as green line with rhombus marks. Fi-

nally, the periodic strategy is represented as red line with triangle marks. 

BORDER STRATEGIES 

Every time, when a single objective function optimiza-

tion problem has defined a range where the best value is 

being found by the metaheuristic algorithm, one of the 

many difficult tasks could arise to an operator or a user. 

After each step of an algorithm, in this case after position 

update of a firefly, the new position should be checked if 

it lies in the appropriate range or boundaries (inside space 

of feasible solution). In case that the new position of the 

particle is outside this allowed region a certain correction 

has to be made. Several possible correction methods or 

strategies could do the trick. However, select the most 

appropriate is not an easy task since each of them could 

have a very different effect on the algorithm ability to 

achieve a good solution (Helwig et al. 2013). For this pa-

per, the most common ones were selected and compared 

together to show how they could affect the FA or FFPSO 

on different benchmark functions. 

 

Clipping strategy 

The first selected strategy is rather simple in principle. 

The particle (or in this case firefly) cannot cross the given 

boundaries in each dimension. This strategy is very 

simple to implement and is described as (8). 

𝑥𝑖
′ = {

𝑥𝑖 = 𝑏𝑢, 𝑖𝑓 𝑥𝑖 > 𝑏𝑢

𝑥𝑖 = 𝑏𝑙, 𝑖𝑓 𝑥𝑖 < 𝑏𝑙

𝑥𝑖 , 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

  (8) 

Where 𝑥𝑖 is the position of i firefly before boundary 

check, the 𝑥𝑖
′ is a newly updated position after the bound-

ary check and the bu and bl are the upper and lower 

boundary given to each dimension. 



 

 

 

Random strategy 

If a firefly violates the boundary in any dimension, the 

new position for this firefly for a particular dimension is 

created between the lower and upper boundary (with a 

pseudo-random uniform distribution). Again this strategy 

is rather simple and very easy to implement, as the equa-

tion (9) shows. 

𝑥𝑖
′ = {

𝑥𝑖 = 𝑈(𝑏𝑙, 𝑏𝑢), 𝑖𝑓 𝑥𝑖 > 𝑏𝑢 𝑂𝑅 𝑥𝑖 < 𝑏𝑙

𝑥𝑖 , 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
  (9) 

Where U stands for uniform distribution in range from 𝑏𝑙 

(lower boundary limit) to 𝑏𝑢 (upper boundary limit). 

 

Reflection strategy 

The reflection strategy (Helwig et al. 2013) reflects the 

particle back to feasible space of solution if it tries to vi-

olate the defined borders. This strategy tries to emulate 

the reflection characteristic of for example a mirror. For 

violated dimension, the correction of a position of a par-

ticle is computed as (10). Where again the bu and bl are 

the upper boundary limit and lower boundary limit. 

𝑥𝑖
′ = {

𝑥𝑖
′ = 𝑏𝑢 − (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑏𝑢), 𝑖𝑓 𝑥𝑖 > 𝑏𝑢

𝑥𝑖
′ = 𝑏𝑙 + (𝑏𝑙 − 𝑥𝑖), 𝑖𝑓 𝑥𝑖 < 𝑏𝑙

𝑥𝑖 , 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

  (10) 

Periodic strategy 

The possible solution to prevent the infeasibility could lie 

in the method of infinite copies of the optimized hyper-

space (Zhang et al. 2004). This strategy involves only 

mapping the particle back to the space of available solu-

tion using only the modulo function (11). 

𝑥𝑖
′ = 𝑏𝑙 + (𝑥𝑖  𝑀𝑂𝐷 (𝑏𝑢 − 𝑏𝑙))  (11) 

EXPERIMENT SETTING 

The experiments were performed on a set of well-known 

benchmark functions CEC’17 which are detailly 

described in (Awad et al. 2016). The tested dimensions 

were 10 and 30. The maximal number of function evalu-

ation was set as 10 000 ‧ dim (dimension size). The lower 

and upper boundary was as 𝑏𝑙 = −100 and 𝑏𝑢 = 100 

according to CEC’17. The number of fireflies was set to 

40 for both dimension sizes. Every test function was re-

peated for 51 independent runs and, the results were sta-

tistically evaluated. The benchmark itself includes 30 test 

functions in four categories: unimodal, multimodal, hy-

brid and composite types. The global minimum of each 

function is easy to determine as it is 100 ⋅ 𝑓𝑖 where i is an 

order of test function. 

The parameters of FA were set as 𝛼 = 0.5,  𝛾 = 1, 𝛽0 =
0.2 and 𝑚 = 1 according to author (Yang 2008). The pa-

rameters of FFPSO were set the same as FA including the 

parameters borrowed from PSO (𝑐 = 1.49445, 𝑤 =
0.729). 

 

RESULTS 

The results of performed experiments are presented in 

this section. Firstly, the examples of convergence behav-

ior of the compared methods are given in Figure 1. 

Furthermore, the results were tested for statistical signif-

icance using the Friedman Rank test (Demšar 2006). The 

null hypothesis that the mean is equal is rejected at the 5 

percent level based on the Friedman Rank test. The cor-

responding p-values of Friedman Rank test are presented 

in Table 1. If the p-value is lower than 0.05, the further 

Friedman rankings are relevant (these values are given by 

bold numbers in Table 1). In Figure 2, the Friedman rank-

ing for both algorithms (FA and FFPSO) on both dimen-

sion sizes is shown. The lower the rank is, the better is 

the performance of the strategy labeled strategy. Further-

more, the presented Friedman ranks are accompanied 

with critical distance evaluated according to the Nemenyi 

Critical Distance post-hoc test for multiple comparisons. 

The dashed line represents the critical distance from the 

best boundary method (the lowest mean rank). 

The critical distance (CD) value for this experiment has 

been calculated as 0.656757; according to the definition 

given in (12) and value qa = 2.56892; using k = 4 bound-

ary methods and a number of data sets N = 51 (51 re-

peated runs). 

𝐶𝐷 = 𝑞𝑎√𝑘(𝑘 + 1)/(6𝑁)  (12) 

 
Table 1: P-values of Friedman Rank tests 

Algorithm 
Dimension size 

10 30 

FA 3.757E-08 1.208E-19 

FFPSO 0.788E-00 0.268E-00 

 

According to this evaluation and the ranking shown in 

Figure 2, the significant impact of the selected border 

strategies is mostly observed on canonical FA. For the 

hybrid method FFPSO the results suggesting some sort 

of insignificance for the used method. For dimension 

sizes 10 and 30, the most favorable strategies seem to be 

clipping and reflection methods. Despite the fact that at 

first sight, the used strategies are unique to each other, 

some similarities are shared among them. The clipping 

and reflection strategies forcing the fireflies to move only 

in the feasible space of solution without loss of infor-

mation of the previous position. On the contrary, the two 

remaining strategies have in common the loss of the pre-

vious position and their behavior resembling the random 

search optimization (Bergstra, Bengio 2012). 

 



 

 

 
a) FA for dim 10 

 
b) FA for dim 30 

 
c) FFPSO for dim 10 

 
d) FFPSO for dim 30 

Figure 2: Friedman Rank tests for selected border strategies. 
 

CONCLUSION 

In this original study, the impact of various border strat-

egies on the performance of the FA and FFPSO is tested. 

The topic is actual due to the increasing variety and com-

plexity of optimization problems. As a benchmark for the 

performance comparisons, the CEC 2017 set was used. It 

represents the most recent collection of artificial optimi-

zation problems that vary in terms of modality and other 

characteristics of the fitness land scape. 

It may be concluded, that according to statistical data, the 

clipping and reflection strategies seem to be favorable 

over the other two (random and periodic strategies). As 

the Friedman ranks showed, the slightly better perfor-

mance is achieved by the clipping method. However, the 

same four strategies strangely seem to have no significant 

impact on the hybrid FFPSO algorithm. Moreover, all the 

observation suits for both dimension setting with almost 

the same results. 

To answer the research question: 

 Could the selection of border strategy influence 

the performance of canonical FA or the FFPSO? 

 From the achieved results, the border strategy 

has a significant impact on the performance for 

only the canonical FA. For FFPSO, the influ-

ence is negligible. 

 What is the most suitable border strategy in gen-

eral? 

 In general term of speaking, the most suitable 

strategies are two. Specifically, the clipping and 

reflection strategy. 

 

Despite that, the results of this study are useful as an em-

pirical study for researchers dealing with firefly algo-

rithm. This research will continue in the future with ex-

ploring the performance of firefly algorithm with differ-

ent boundary strategies on different fitness landscape 

models and real-world problems, especially with a focus 

on the algorithm setup to achieve the best performance. 
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